Device/Mount Compatibility List for GCX Part Number:

FLP-0008-38 Roll Stand Post Mount for 75mm VESA Data Capture Devices with Adjustable Tilt and Height

This list is current as of July 2015. All configurations have passed tip testing based on a data capture device and accessories weighing a maximum of 6.6 lbs/3kg. Contact GCX to obtain the latest information on a specific configuration not listed or for information if using a device greater in weight than 6.6 lbs/3kg.

**Mindray/Datascope**
Accutor V on GCX Roll Stand Part Number: RS-0006-64
Accutor Plus on GCX Roll Stand Part Number: RS-0006-64

**Philips**
VS2 on GCX Roll Stand Part Number: PH-0058-62
VS2*/VS2+/VS3/VS4, VSi, VM4/6/8, VSV on GCX Roll Stand Part Number: PH-0058-60

**WelchAllyn**
VS Spot LXI on GCX Roll Stand Part Number: RS-0025-02
VS Spot LXI on WelchAllyn Spot Vital Signs Monitor Roll Stand

**Criticare**
506DN eQuality on GCX Roll Stand Part Number: CT-0027-60

**GE**
DASH 3000/4000 on GCX Roll Stand Part Number: RS-0006-64 or ME-0030-63